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Flex Active Frames Storage System
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H5 Ball Tip
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H3 ball tip allen wrench

H5 ball tip allen wrench
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Note: Read Pro Install Tip on page 5 prior
to beginning assembly.

1a. Place honeycomb cardboard packaging

underneath the base to lift it from the ground.

1b. Position screws through the holes in one side of

1-Face hole
(1R)

2-Face holes 3-Face holes 4-Face holes
(2R)
(3R)
(4R)

1c

the base and then locate threaded holes of tube with screws.

1c. Loosely fasten with QTY=2 M6x10 screws in each corner
using the H5 ball tip provided in the
packaging or an H5 ball tip T-handle
allen key.

1a
H" refers to height and
"R" refers to number of
rows/faces with holes

Note: For large configurations,

it can be easier to level units if the
glides are slightly extended to expose
hex nut on glide.

Note: If you have tubes with holes

on multiple faces, make sure the holes
are oriented correctly for additional
base connections. Refer to Designer
drawings and legends for details.

Black Zinc
M6x10

4x

1b

8x
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2. Once all four tubes are loosely installed to the base, remove
honeycomb cardboard from underneath the base.

2

3. Press down on all four corners of the base until they bottom
out on the screws and hold down to tighten the screws to the base
with the drill speed at "1" and starting at the low end of the
clutch and increasing the dial setting until the tubes are tightly
fastened to avoid stripping the tapped holes in the tubes.
Installation torque is 8 N/m. (70.8 in-lbs.)
4. Ensure that the unit is level in both directions and adjust glides
as necessary by hand or with 8mm open end wrench.
NOTE: Install all bases and tubes for
configuration before installing shelves.
NOTE: To help ensure that the unit is squared,
it can be helpful to temporarily install the top
shelf per Steps 7-9 prior to completing step 3.

3

4
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NOTE: Use 3M VHB (Double-Sided Tape)
to stack counterweights and hold them in place.

If counterweights are required for configuration,

5. Flip up tabs by hand or with pliers.
6. Place counterweights in between tabs.

5

NOTE: If there are more than 2 counterweights, they can be
stacked with adhesive pads. 2 Wide bases can hold up to 10
counterweights. 1 Wide bases can hold up to 4 counterweights.

6
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7a. Loosely install screws (approximately 2 threads) with washer attached into
bottom row (above base) of tapped holes just enough to engage the fastener
in the tapped hole.

7b. Push the washer flush against the tube.
Pro Install Tip: If shelf positions are known for each tube, screws and washers can
be installed on the tubes prior to fastening the tubes to the base.
Nickel
3mm THICK
M6 WASHER

Nickel
H5 DRIVE
M6x12 SCREW

7b

7a
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8

8. Repeat step 7a-b for all additional rows that will receive shelves - at

a minimum, the top-most row.

4x
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9. Lower the bottom shelf onto the fasteners, laying one side down and then the other.
Note that the washer must be trapped between the tube and the shelf and not under
the shelf. Press down on the top of the shelf, in the corners, to make sure that it is
resting flush on the screws. Do NOT tighten screws as bottom shelf
does not get tightened.

9

Note: Take note of the grain direction of the shelves to ensure
that they are installed correctly. Grain direction should be horizontal.
Product ID labels are on each shelf to track with sales order and can
be removed.
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10. Lower the next shelf onto the fasteners, laying one side

down and then the other. Again, note that the washer must be
trapped between the tube and the shelf and NOT under the shelf.

NOTE: For every unit configuration, there will be one shelf
with a tipping label. This may be installed in any location
EXCEPT as the bottom shelf.

10
Note: To aid Installation of shelves,
very gently pull on the tubes to provide
clearance for the shelves. Take care
not to strip the tapped holes in the tube.
Note: Take note of the grain direction
of the shelves to ensure that they are
installed correctly. Grain direction should
be horizontal.
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Note: Take note of the grain direction
of the shelves to ensure that they are
installed correctly. Grain direction should
be horizontal.

11. Repeat Step 10 of all shelves, installing them from
the bottom to the top of the unit.

11

12. Once all of the shelves are in place, press down on

the top of each shelf, in each corner, as the screw is
tightened against the shelf, into the tube until all of the
shelves are fastened with the drill speed at "1" and
starting at the low end of the clutch and increasing the dial
setting until the tubes are tightly fastened to avoid stripping the
tapped holes in the tubes. Installation torque is 8 N/m. (70.8 in-lbs)

12
Note: Take care not to strip the threads
in the tube. Do not use an impact driver.
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Installing Infills and Doors
1. Engaging the top first, rotate the infill onto the side of the frame from the inside. Lightly tap on the inside bottom
corners of the infill until the bottom L-shaped tabs of the corner brackets are on the outside of the shelf below it, on the
top and bottom. The side tabs should press against the inside of the tube - circled below.

1b

1a

1

1c
Note: If infill clip does not engage with shelf,
ensure that shelf is fully seated on screws.
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2. Repeat Step 1 for each infill. If three infills are installed in a single row, install one side panel
followed by the back panel before installing final side panel.
3. Repeat for all levels with infills.
Note: For doors, the row must have infills in both sides and the “back”.

2

1

3
2

NOTE: In the case that an infill needs to be

re-installed or moved to a different location,
gently tap the outside bottom corners with a
balled fist until the L-shaped tabs of the corner
brackets disengage from the outside of the
shelf and rotate the panel out from the inside
of the unit.
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4a
4. Remove liner from tape on both top door rails.

Install the top door rail on the left and right side of
the enclosure. The top flange should rest on the top of the
infill panel. The back tab should be wedged between the outside
edge of the back infill and the inside face of the side infill.

4b

4

BACK
4c

FRONT
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5. Press rods into the clips in the top door rails,
2 per door assembly.

5

CLIC

K
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6. Install the bottom door rails on the left and right side of the enclosure.

6a

The bottom flange should enter under the bottom of the infill panel. The
back vertical tab should be wedged between the outside edge of the back infill
and the inside face of the side infill.The back horizontal tab should be wedged
between the top of the shelf and the bottom of the back infill.

6b

6

Note: A flat head screw driver can be used
to slightly lift the bottom of the infill to press the
bottom rails into place.
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1
CAUTION: Failure to follow the installation
instructions will cause inability to install lock.

PLASTIC PLUG
COVER

Removal of Plastic Lock Plug and
Installation of Lock Cylinder
1.

PLUG RETAINER TAB

Pull open plastic plug cover.

2.

While pressing the plug retainer tab to the right,
insert a coin or the head of a key into the slot and
turn 90o clockwise. This will unlock the case. You will
hear the lock mechanism open.
CAUTION: Make sure you unlock the
case BEFORE proceeding to step 3.

3

2

TURN 90o

COIN OR
HEAD OF KEY

3.

Push plug retainer tab down and remove plastic
plug from parent unit.

4.

Position lock cylinder tab at 45o or 2:00 position.
Insert lock cylinder at a tilted angle so the tab will
collapse.

CL

PLUG RETAINER TAB

4

45o or 2:00

5

CAUTION: Make sure the tab is
located at 45o or 2:00 before
inserting lock cylinder.

5.

Push lock cylinder into the hole until it stops and
turn the lock plug assembly clockwise 45o (or the
3:00 position) and remove the key.

PLASTIC PLUG

45o

TAB

3:00

Re-Installation of Door Locks
1.

Reverse steps to re-install the door locks.
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Front Removal of Lock Cylinder
1. Turn lock plug to unlocked position with conventional key.
2. Insert removal tool into lock cylinder.
3. Rotate lock cylinder assembly slightly in a counterclockwise direction

A FRONT REMOVAL
LOCK CYLINDER CAN
BE IDENTIFIED WITH
A SMALL DIMPLE
LOCATED DIRECTLY
ABOVE THE KEY SLOT
REMOVAL TOOL

while at the same time pulling on removal tool, thus removing the lock
cylinder from the lock assembly.

4. At this time the mechanism inside the lock assembly may

rotate back to the locked position preventing the installation of
new lock plug. If this occurs, insert a flat-bladed screwdriver
into the back of lock assembly and turn clockwise
unlocking the lock assembly. Insert tool into new
lock plug assembly. Hold tool in a horizontal position
and insert new lock plug assembly into lock assembly.
It may be necessary to hold new plug assembly with
finger while removing tool.

REMOVAL TOOL

DIMPLE LOCATED ON FRONT
OF LOCK CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

TOOL RK-XF

LOCK
CYLINDER
ASSEMBLY

TOOL RK-FR
LOCK CYLINDER ASSEMBLY

LOCK SHOWN IN LOCKED POSITION

LOCK
ASSEMBLY

STANDARD KEY OR MASTER KEY
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7. Slide the door horizontally, skimming the underside of the rods and above the hinge pin.
If the door has a lock, make sure it is in the unlocked position. The lock bars should be
inboard of the door width.
8. Slide the door back until the first opening aligns with the hinge pin and lower the door
so that the one side rests on the hinge pin.
9. Repeat step 8 on the other side of the door and slide the door all the way back.
10. Cycle the door once to ensure that it is engaging correctly with the door rail.
Note: Align hinge pin openings.

Align with Hinge Pin

7a

Unlocked

8

Locked

2x
7b

Unlocked

7

Locked
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11. Check if the door is level. If not, open door enough to adjust set screw with
H3 allen key at top of either door guide until level.

12. Cycle door again to ensure it is level and engaging correctly with the door rail
NOTE: Increasing the visible threads of the screw lowers the door and decreasing
the visible threads heightens the door.

11

H3 Allen Key

12
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Coat Rod Installation
NOTE: If there is a shelf on either or both sides of the shelf in which the Coat Rod is being installed,
remove the shelf and loosely assemble the Coat Rod before installing the shelf back on the frame.

1. Place first bracket assembly on one side of shelf.
For the 1-WIDE Coat Rod, it can be oriented on the shelf from side-to-side or front-to-back
2. Slide opening of tube assembly over tapped plate until the tube assembly spacer is flush
against the bracket.
3. Slide the second bracket assembly on the other side of the shelf and locate the tapped
plate through the opening on the tube assembly.
4. Press the assembly firmly together and lightly fasten together with
QTY = 2 – M4 countersunk screws. Slide the assembly to the desired position
and tighten the screws to lock the Coat Rod in place.
M4x16
#2 PHILLIPS

3

4

2x

2

4
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Installing Fixed Boards
Note: Installation of Fixed Boards requires 2 people
Note: Fixed boards can be installed with whiteboard or PET side facing out
1. Align bottom of (A) frame connectors on top surface of desired shelf and slide the (A) fixed board clips

into the connectors until the top of the clip is fully engaged and flush with the top of the frame connector
on both sides. When installed, the bottom of the Fixed Board should be aligned with the
bottom shelf that the (A) Frame Connectors rest on.

2. With one person on each side, align the (B) Frame Connectors along the tubes

C

Frame Connector

and underneath the (B) Fixed Board Clips.

3. Push the Frame Connectors up until the top of the (B) connectors
are flush with the top of the (B) Fixed Board Clips. There should be
a snap when they are fully seated.
4. Repeat steps 2-3 for the (C) Fixed Board clips.

B

2x
Fixed Board clip

A
Fixed board Frame
Connector

6x
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Mobile Board Clip Installation
1. Rotate the clamps of each Mobile Board Clip onto the Frame in the desired position
(image A & image B) and turn the handle into the vertical position (image C).
Ensure the bottom 2 clips are level with one another for use with Flex Markerboards.

NOTE. Do not attempt to install the Mobile Board Clip onto the Frame with the handle is locked. This will cause damage.
1a

1c

1b
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Mobile Board Clip Installation
Note: Mobile board clip will slide freely in unlocked position (Ref Image A).
This allows for repositioning along the Flex Active Frames tubes.
Horizontal handle positions in either direction result in an unlocked condition.

Mobile board clip will not slide freely in locked position (Ref Image B).
Lock the mobile board clip by rotating the handle 90° so it points upward or downward.
This allows suspension of FLEX mobile whiteboards or screens as well as FLEX power hangers and cups.
Do not slide the mobile board clip along the tube when the handle is locked. This will cause damage.

A
‘Loose’ and Unlocked

B
‘Tight’ and Locked
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2. Rest the Flex Markerboard on the 2 bottom
Mobile Board Clips and lower or slide down the
2 top Mobile Board Clips until the Markerboard
is held snugly in place.

2

3. Rotate the handles of the 2 top Mobile Board
Clips to face downward so that the Markerboard is
locked in position

3

MAX
4 lbs
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Cable Management Clip Installation

1

2
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Bookend Installation
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